PEANUT PEOPLE better known as Carter supporters, distributed their favorite food, the peanut, at their superblock rally in the north Philadelphia section of the city. The board simply disagrees with the recommendations saying that they had 'reasonable.'

"The recommendation is a result of the Board's refusal to enforce the new programming standards. Following the implementation of the new policy, News Director Sam Bixley delayed the appearance of the News and the Athletic Board report. We are in a different place than when the decision was made and it is time to put a new policy in place.""
**CAMPUS EVENTS**

**Today**
- **Conference on the Ecological Footprint**
- **Student Council Meeting**

**Tomorrow**
- **Art Show Opening**
- **Film Screening**

**Next Week**
- **Workshop on Sustainable Agriculture**
- **Guest Lecture on Climate Change**

**Upcoming Events**
- **International Film Festival**
- **Mathematics Competition**

**Open House**
- **Welcoming Reception**
- **Campus Tours**

**Contact for More Information**
- **Office of Student Affairs**
- **Department of Athletics**
Carter and Ford People Debate At University Museum Auditorium

We Think You Should Read This
because you pay too much!

Many times in the short future—maybe even now—you are going to be involved with publishing some material to be distributed to the public.

That material might be a newspaper or a magazine. It might be a brochure or a pamphlet or a program or a flyer. It might even be your resume.

Whatever it is to be printed, you want it to be the best there is. There is no better way to guarantee the quality of your publication than to produce it with phototype. There is no place less expensive than DP Graphics to purchase phototype.

DP Graphics is the composition shop of the DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN. We have been typesetting for the newspaper several years now. Our equipment is the most modern and our staff is well trained.

We think you should take advantage of us!

dp Graphics
4015 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
[215] 243-6581

"Available At All Listening Booth Stores
Sale Price $3.88"
**Elections**

**President**

Three years ago five people would have wagered that Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter would be the nominees of the major parties in Tuesday's election. Back then, both candidates for the highest office in the land seemed to be serving terms in the minor leagues of American politics.

No more. Carter is no longer a left wing extremist and Ford is no longer the extreme right. They are both seasoned campaigners, two of the most seasoned in American political history. If they are not two of the most qualified candidates for the presidency in American history, they are certainly among the most experienced. The question is whether they can be trusted to handle the responsibilities of the White House.

Carter, the incumbent with over 25 years in Washington, is a liberal. As such, he has been criticized for his failure to take strong action on a variety of issues. He has been accused of being too moderate on domestic issues and too soft on foreign policy.

Ford, on the other hand, is a conservative. He has been criticized for his handling of the economy and his policies towards minorities and the environment.

Both candidates have their strengths and weaknesses. Carter is known for his compassion and his commitment to helping the less fortunate. Ford is known for his fiscal responsibility and his tough stance on crime.

In the end, the choice between Carter and Ford comes down to which candidate is more likely to make the right decisions for the country. Both candidates have their flaws, but neither is an obvious choice.

The youth of this nation represent the future of our country. It is their responsibility to vote and to make their voices heard. This election is a turning point in American history, and the choice between Carter and Ford will have a significant impact on the direction of our nation.
Green and Heinz Battle in T.V. Debate

By ED DANCHEL

In a live televised debate broadcast Friday night, Pennsylvania's two Senate candidates Bill Green and John Heinz exchanged sharp charges and countercharges.

Rhode's white minority rule.

In his question, asked Heinz if he felt receiving Republican Senator Hugh Scott's money from Gulf Oil was "laid to rest" by the Minority's acceptance of the measures.

Green said the offensive money was "laid to rest" by the Minority's acceptance of the measures. He then asked whether the Senate candidates showed in Pittsburgh when Green said the race should not be one of "the man against the race.

Heinz maintained the Scott issue was "laid to rest" by the Minority's Leaders' retrenchment and was not a line of argument for the campaign.

Green whether the support of the Humphrey-Magnuson full employment bill and national health insurance would hazard the taxpayer with $30 billion in HEW federal spending. Green said "if we had full employment, Humphrey-Magnuson would be a lot cheaper. It wouldn't cost a dime." He said he had "voted against the money, but the man against the race.

The Pittsburgh Congressman replied by saying, "I never heard Heinz's campaign spending -- estimated at $2 million so far -- mentioned when Green said the race should not be one of "the man against the race.

Green said Heinz had "voted against the money, but the man against the race.

Gulf Oil money by charging that a Green aide was illegally soliciting contributions from the Democrat's political committees.

Heinz then parried a reminder of his past acceptance of $4000 in illegal Gulf Oil money by charging that a Green aide was illegally soliciting contributions from the Democrat's political committees.
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Clark Wallabees*

TREK Boots
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WEEJUNS

Up Country
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1731 CHESTNUT ST.

When the week's just begun and already you're

4 chapters, 3 papers, 2 outlines and 1 project behind

...it's no time to get filled up.

Lite Beer from Miller.

Everything you always wanted in a beer. And ice.

Friday, October 29, 1976
There's really nothing scary about hifi.

Sadly, a lot of people are listening to mediocre-sounding stereo compact, instead of real high fidelity components, because something about hifi scare them.

Maybe it's the price. Maybe it's the complexity. But the truth is, hifi can cost less than compact stereo (Tech HiFi's systems start at $199). And everything you need to know in order to enjoy hifi are our salespeople will tell you at Tech HiFi. Our salespeople take the time to explain things.

What's our trick?

If you've been shopping around for hifi, you've probably noticed the prices are lower at Tech HiFi.

Our trick is "buying power." Tech HiFi buys brand name components in enormous quantities for fifty four locations! No other stereo store can say so cheaply, because no other store can buy so cheaply.

Our buying power advantage is also the reason we can afford to offer extended warranties and fourteen Consumer Satisfaction Guarantees.

Even during a sale like this one, Tech HiFi can afford to offer low prices plus guarantees!
Freshmen

(continued from page 8)

The Red and Blue front line is which has come on strong for rushing totals of over 300 and 350 rushing yards in two of this season's games. Against their only common opponent this season, Army, the Quakers averaged 290 rushing yards. "The Tigers' strength is in the air, which has made us work on our running game," said Wagner, "but there is something more likable about Penn and Princeton than just their second straight win tomorrow.

Booster Play for Kicks

(continued from page 8)

Gridders

(continued from page 8)

Stickwomen Beaten

By CAROLE BAKER
"We were smooth and methodical. We couldn't have asked for more. It was a good feeling," said Denise Lisicky. She was referring to the Penn stickwomen's valiant effort before falling to undefeated Harvard, 7-0, on Saturday at Harvard Stadium. Assistant coach Eileen Stover said that the West Chester team was having problems "getting their shots off. They weren't executing our game plan," according to her. "We're thinking about what we can do to make the offense more effective against the second unit." Her team, on the other hand, couldn't reverse the West Chester trend.

The second half brought some excellent playing. "With the offensive back where we need them," said the West Chester team, "they're holding our own."

The Penn offense blistered the Harvard defense with a total of 178 yards in the game. The Quakers scored only 1 point on the ground and 1 on a field goal.

If the defense fails, Tiger safety Jack Cecchini said their defense will be able to "get the job done." The key to their success is the"five men you take them on," Cecchini said. "We're getting some help from the line and we're playing well together."

With the defense able to stop the Harvard offense, the offense is in a state of transition. He still has to throw the ball with more consistency, though." Wagner warned, "we had a lot of success with it back where we need them," said Gaumer. "But he's never going to be 100 percent, coach Gamble again hopes to have him in tomorrow."

The defense, constantly troubled by offensive threats as she and Polly Kessler and Polly Stittler, also contributed to the tenacious defense. Sherwin Weir. Senior Karen Paine was demonstrated particularly by the defense.
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Princeton ‘D’ Won’t Allow Cakewalk for Graustein

In a 24-0 defeat last week by Harvard, the Princeton University football team didn’t get a chance to look like themselves.

The Harvard ‘D’ was the most prolific of the season so far, holding the Princeton offense to but a smidgen of a total yards.

This Saturday, the Princeton ‘D’ will have to look at themselves.

The ‘D’ is coming off a 24-0 victory over Harvard.

The contest can be viewed as the Princeton University ‘D’ first true test.

The second double teams match between the Ivy League rivals yesterday at the Princeton University campus was a preview of what could happen this Saturday.

The Princeton University ‘D’ is coming off a 24-0 victory over Harvard.
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